Band-Aides
Band-Aides will hold tryouts today
at 3:30 p.m. in PER 279. Any. coed
planning to attend SJS in the fall is
welcome to tryout. No evperience is
necessary. More information can be
obtained form Eileen Kennedy, 2957968.
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Newsman Speaks
Min S. Ver, Nensweek’s San Francisco correspondent, will speak tonight at 7 in the Spartan Daily
Newsroom, JC 205, on his experienees in Co lllllll mist Cuba. All students are imited to this Sigma Delta
Chi meeting.
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CLUB -WIELDING COPS BEAT STUDENTS
Campus Reporters Roughed-Up
During Fifth Street Encounter
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor
Club-swinging San Jose Police engaged in a bloody street fight with
SJS demonstrators yesterday near the
campus.
Uniformed and plainclothed officers
used batons, blackjacks and mace to
disperse a crowd of about 175 students
protesting U.S. military involvement
in Cambodia and the ROTC program
on campus.
Seven students were arrested and
at least five were seriously injured in
the running battle down Fifth Street
just south of Duncan Hall.
Given emergency treatment at the
SJS Health Center for he’d wounds
were Daily Associate Editor R. L.

ASSAULT
An SJS student demonstrator flees black.
gloved, blackjack bearing San Jose Police plainclothesmen during yesterday’s disturbance on Fifth Street.

Several students were beaten during the afternoon confrontation.

Another Rally Set at Noon Today
A rally protesting yesterdays police
action against student demonstrators
and American involvement in Cambodia, has been scheduled for noon
today on Seventh Street.

Ex-Candidates
Split Support
For A.S. Election

ink
an
165

Two of the A.S. executive slates who
were unsuccessful in last week’s general elections have split their support
between presidential hopefuls Bill
Langan and John Merz.
Presidential candidates Bob Kelley
and Grady Robertson announced yesterday that they are supporting the
Merz ticket, while one of each of their
running mates came out in support of
Langan.
Robertson said "of the two candidates Merz embraces the philosophy
that has moved the government for
the last two years and I have no choice
but to support him.
"One of the most serious things
that the president has to do is to
communicate with all factions on campus. I didn’t see Bill Langan’s face
anywhere Friday when student government leaders confronted the people
who took over the College Union."
However, Robertson’s treasurer
hopeful Bill Pedrick expressed an opposite view. In a campus -circulated
handout, Pedrick was quoted as saying
"when John Merz had his chance to
positively influence the campus last
week, he copped out."
In throwing his support behind Langan, Pedrick said "as far as I’m concerned Merz can’t be much of a leader
when he chooses a weekend in the
Santa Cruz Mountains with Sparta
Party instead of helping out on the
home front."
Kelley and his treasurer running
mate, Eric Wicklund, support Merz
because "we feel that Merz provides
the type of leadership that we think
should prevail in student government
and he has the progressive ideas and
programs that are needed here."
Kelley’s vice-presidential runningmate, Steve Burch, supports Langan.
"No longer can a student body of
23,one support a candidate who only
claims to represent the left and its
philosophy, which perpetuates a program that is set on destroying athletiics. music, ROTC and any other program that does not present a leftist
philosophy," said Burch. "Pill Langan
is the only candidate that can bring
all factions of the campus hack together."

A march around the campus, not
leaving the campus, has been tentatively scheduled following the rally.
At a 7:30 p.m. meeting last night in
the Newman Center, representatives
of the Associated Students, the Radical
Action Movement, and Radical Audio
Visual Experiment and other campus
organizations planned today’s protest.
About 100 people attended the meeting.
Also on schedule for today is a leafletting campaign on campus.
The day is supposed to culminate in
a "People’s Festival." Student leaders
ire hopeful of bringing the community
into the Festival by using off-campus
streets for the event.
Executive Vice President William
Dusel, meanwhile, called for "an immediate moratorium on demonstrations
that take the form of marches, sit-ins,
and confrontations on this campus."
Calling yesterday’s violence "inevitable," Dr. Dusel, in a statement re-

leased yesterday afternoon, blamed
"hostile confrontation tactics" by RAM,
RAVE, and SDS for the action.
Such tactics, he said are "intended
to provoke a confrontation with police."
Dr. Dusel continued, however, by
saying: "The new ingredient ... is the
involvement of a number of innocent
and well-meanig people in the conflict.
It is shocking to us all that in police
attempts to control lawlessness, guilty
and innocent alike often suffer together, .
"It is now clear," Dr. Dusel continued, "that groups . . . start forces
of violence into motion that they are
unable to control. . ."
"I hope the college community can
remain cool in the face of the distressing events. A unified stand against mob
confrontation tactics is necessary to
restore peace to our campus," he concluded.

A i din g Daily Assistant Editor
Craig Turner in the coverage were
Associate Editor R. L. Beadle, and
staff writers Vic Jang, Mike Nolan
and Earl Reason.
Beadle, Daily photographer Rich Hessel, Kappa Sigma fraternity president
Buster Daulton, and students Margie
Drake and John Lux. All were clubbed
by police.
The violence took place about 2 p.m.
following a rally on Seventh Street
and a march around campus. Students
ended the march at McQuarrie Hall,
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of the prolkim. For more information,
students should contact Pete Ellis at
Survival Faire or Rich Van Winkle at
the A.S. offices.
A.S. Government will also ask stuEDWARDS ON VIOLENCE
"Total indiscriminate bestial violence on the part of the plainclothes
policemen" is how James Edwards,
A.S. president, described yesterday’s
confrontation between students and
San Jose police. Ile said students
were kicked anti beaten indiscriminately. Sonic were going to their
houses and had nothing to do with
the situation, he said.
Up until that time the demonstration was orderly and non-violent
while students marched down Fifth
Street, he added. In addition to the
indiseriminate heating, he said some.
were also misted who were not involved in the confrontation.
"If nothing can he done to control
indiscriminate bestial behavior of
plainelothes police and the thugs who
were with them, then students
should do whatever is necessary to
protect t twinge It e% in non-sinlent
demonstrations," he coneluded.
dent council for money for a special
supplement to the Spartan Daily on
the Cambodian issue. Edwards said in
addition to pictures and interviews, he
hopes the Daily will carry state and
national news to inform students on the
Cambodian situation.
A resolution will be drawn up and
sent to Acting President Hobert Burns

*

*

*

The Rally Was Peaceful
By VICTOR JANG
Daily Staff Writer
It began with a rally on Seventh
Street to protest a faraway war in
Cambodia. ’The speakers were about
the same as always, the crowd was a
little bigger than usual, 400 people,
perhaps.
The theme of the speakers was that
the U.S. is heading toward a fascist
state and that Cambodia is just another manifestation of this fascist state.
"It’s not a matter of whether or
not fascism is gonna come . . . it’s

Edwards to Refuse Induction
By RENEE BAYER
Daily Polliticatl Writer
"My personal position is that as long
as the U.S. fights in S.E. Asia, I refuse
induction and service to the U.S. of
America, hoping my fellow students
will do the same." stated James Edwards, A.S. President, yesterday in a
press conference.
Edwards received notice and was to
take his pm-induction draft physical
last February. He said that after a
hassle with the draft board personnel
concerning his attire, they kicked him
out, hut he is liable for the draft at
any time.
He feels his position is justifiable.
ethically and morally, in the face of
events which have just occurred in
Cambodia. "President Nixon’s refusal
to follow the laws and dictates of the
Constitution means to me that he has
subverted the law and order concept of
his office," he continued.
In conjunction with Edwards’ statement, a table with resist draft information will be set up on Seventh Street,
as part of a 14-point program by A.S.
Government of "SJS’s Student Offensive Against The War."
Also part of the program, a leachin and coordination with the faculty to
relate classes to and discuss aspects of
the Cambodian situation, will hopefully
begin tomorrow with discussions continuing all week, According to Edwards. this is not a call for a strike of
classes, but a moratdrium on classes.
He hopes to have classes meet around
the fountain. Seventh Street and everywhere on the lawn to discuss aspects

the headquarters of the campus ROTC.
The students then proceeded down
Fifth Street "escorting" Jay Arey, a
student who said he has been harassed
by police, home.
At Fifth and Williams the crowd
was met by six carloads of San Jose
police, who formed a skirmish line.
Plainclothesmen, who had followed the
students from behind, also closed in.
The uniformed officers forced the
crowd back, but did not give an official
order to disperse. At least one student
failed to move immediately, but the
crowd peacefully retreated.
As the police line advanced, the
plainclothed officers spread out and
singled out individual demonstrators.
Indiscriminately spraying mace, the
police shoved students and frequently
knocked them down. As demonstrators,
both men and women, went down to
the ground they were jumped by three
or four officers and beaten.
Uniformed patrolmen used their
cluls freely, while detectives relied on
blackjacks, mace, and lead-lined black
gloves.
Officers also marched onto the Kappa Sigma fraternity house front porch
on Fifth Street and maced and beat
the inhabitants.
Seemingly singled out for punishment by police were members of the
student press.
Beadle, moving back toward the

and student government leaders will
possibly ask for program support at
the Academic Council meeting tomorrow. John Merz, A.S. vice president
and Grady Robertson, director of Academic Affairs are in charge of this
part of the program.
City Council and the Board of Supervisors will he approached by student
government leaders to establish a "Day
of Concern" on Friday and continuing
through next week, Edwards hopes all
student organizations on campus will
support this.
Petitions to "Resist the Draft," Impeach Nixon," and "Out of S.E. Asia"
will be circulated on the campus and
in the community.
Public Relations will do research and
keep informed about action on other
campuses and will be in charge of "out
now" buttons and posters for Friday’s
convocation.
Councilman Jeff Potts is in charge
of setting up meetings with student
governments of local high schools, state
colleges and universities.
The Art and Drama departments will
be doing projects for Seventh Street
as part of the program.
Today there will be a special A.S.
Council meeting at 10 a.m. to involve
council members in committees. Also
by 2 p.m. today campus organizations
should submit their statement on the
Cambodian situation to the Spartan
This 14 -point program will eulminate with Friday’s Convocation, "Student Offensive into Suburbs" to inform
tile comMtinity.

gonna come," said Richard Ferry of
RAVE, "and we had better reconcile
ourselves to that."
"It’s a good thing that the government has to come down hard," said a
member referring to the fighting at
Kent State of the Progressive Labor
party, "because now people are getting
together to fight it. . ."
Jack Kurzweil, SJS instructor stated,
"The constitutional barrier to military
fascism is being rapidly eroded," in
reference to the bypassing of Congress
by President Nixon in ordering troops
into Cambodia.
"Nixon’s actions in Cambodia are
grounds for impeachment. . ." he continued, then quoting columnist James
Reston, he said "There is a crisis in
Washington. Not since the days of
Joseph McCarthy has it been so big."
Dennis O’Neal of RAM justified the
breaking of bank windows Friday in
downtown San Jose saying that many
of the directors of the hanks attacked,
had interests in war-related industries.
"Former CIA director McCone is
one of the directors of United California Bank . he likes war. . . The
Chairman of Wells Fargo is also chairman of SRI and director of Hewett Packard . . . and is also connected
with the largest investors in Asia. .."
"On the board of directors of the
Bank of California is the vice chairman of FMC (FMC makes anti -personnel bombs) . . and the president of
Matson lines (an Asian shipping concern) .
."
"We can see banks aren’t neutral
bystanders," he concluded.
"There are two kinds of violence,"
said Ferry, "There’s a difference between destroying corporate property
and private property."
Chris Menchine from RAM advocated militantly throwing ROTC off
campus and defined the radicals roles.
"Within any struggle there are three
things to do, he in it, stop it, and trail
behind the people."
Commenting on the Daily editorials.
condemning Friday’s march through
MacQuarrie Hall and downtown, Ferry
said:
"The Spartan Daily runs off at the
mouth like a mad dog
. they make
it sound like a handful of us sat, around
and plotted this whole thing out .
it’s not a manipulative thing, it’s
people."

cang)ss, was clubbed from behind by
a detective, then, when he hit the
ground, was repe stedly beaten and
kicked by uniformed offidos armed
with clubs and blackjacks. He had
shown his press pass three times to
police. Beadle took seven stitches in
the scalp at the lie. th Center.
Doug Freeman, rcp,,rter tit’ the
campus’ Radio -Television News Center, had his tape recorder smashed by
a club-wielding policeman. He was
then knocked down and slugged by
a plainclothesman, handcuffed, and
hauled to a police wagon.
Freeman was taken downtown, but
was released when he was allowed to
show his press credentials, signed by
San Jose Police Chief Ray Blackmore.
Photographer Hessel was m^ced repeatedly, then had his camera broken,
and was clubbed by a detective. Hes-

BULLETIN

"The Intercultural Steering
Committee regretfully announces
the cancellation of the International Faire and the International Food Bazaar scheduled this
week.
The Committee states that it
did not wish to be In conflict with
any all-campus convocations dealing with the serious turn of international events.
The Committee urges all International students to use this opportunity to become informed on
these critleal Issues."
ZOIIAR AVALON
ICS(’ Chairman
sel hail tnsuble breathing, but was
refused first aid by several officers.
He also took several stitches in the
forehead.
Photographer Bruce Rozenhart was
pushed by officers, who "confiscated"
his camera. The camera was later returned, but without its exposed film.
Other Daily reporters were maced
and threatened by police.
The detectives refused to give their
names to students or reporters.
Several observers of the action, inducting reporters from NNTv Television, declared police action unwarranted.
The students arrested were charged
with a variety of offenses, including
conspiracy, resisting arrest and disturbing the peace.
The violence was preceded by a student march on McQuarrie Hall. The
crowd paraded through the campus
chanting "U.S. Out of Southeast Asia,"
"Rot -Zee Off Campus," "Pigs Off Campus," and "Free Bobby (Seale)." As
they passed the Daily office they
chanted "F--- the Spartan Daily."
When they reached McQuarrie Hall,
the group mobilized in the quad and
shouted "ROTC Must Go Now." Although a few rocks and bottles were
thrown against the building, the majority of the crowd simply chanted.
From there the group made its
march down Fifth Street.
As police advanced, there was little
resistance from the students. Not until
the battle moved all the’ way back to
the campus. near the construction on
Duncan Hall, were there any rocks
thrown by demonstrators.
As soon as rocks were thrown the
police made another charge down the
narrow passage between the parking
garage and the Duncan Hall construction. Dozens of students, trapped in
the close quarters, were maced and
knocked down.
Police refused to talk to Daily reporters about the violence. Typical response were: "We ain’t snaking no
statements to no press," sid "Stove
on. punk."
After meeting with campus leaders
late yesterday afternoon. Police Chief
Ray Blackmore promised a full investigation of all charges of alledged police
brutality. Students wishing to make
statements may do so by contacting
the Internal Affairs Office at the
San Jose Police Department.
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Editorial

Club -Swinging Attack
this campus vvas harangued and bullied. defiled and abused., by a
g,ing of’ mace-laden misfits. and plainclothes "pigs."
%millers of the San Jor Police force. unwittingly led by a group of plain Ii,
nun w Ito came up through the school of hard knockslaunched an indiscrimieate club-swinging attack on marching students. Spartan Daily and RTNC
staff members. and innocent by -slanders.
niler the guise if keeping the ;ware from being disturbed- these "heavies"
hosted beads. beat female stu(Ients_ dest roved cameras and tape recorders so that
their actimms could not be recorded. and "oinked" their way home with seven
shekel-. including an firm: reporter.
Their action were without any pros oration, as yesterday’s demonstration was
the most peaci.ful yet.
V hilt. !hi- is beginning to sound like a repeat of yesterday’s editorial which
VI/SI/S. we say that "if the shoe fits, wear it."
V% I directed at
W hat we vs itne-sed on this campus yesterday can only be described as "overin a battle with Stanford dissidents
kill.- SIN) it uembers. who came out
la -I week. took their sengeance out on students at this campus in a manner which
oold have made es en Mayor Hicharil Daley happy.
V. aiehing films of Berkeley and San Franciso State demonstrators being beaten
seeseless by San Francisco and Alameda "law enforcers," we were always able
to rationalize that at least we live in Santa Clara County where this kind of
thing doesn’t happen. W e now know that this is simply not true.
Today. A.S. government leaders w ill meet with the college administration to
miss the future role of the San Jose l’olice force in the college community. But
the fact i. ss-e really have no control over Chief Blackmore’s storm-troopers.
The only real answer is to clean our own house. Otherwise, the bloodbath has
(inJv begun.

When Will It End?
When and where will it end? Irrationality after irrationality, violence
upon violence, and justified in terms which our common human sense
tells its are insane.
The war in Southeast :1sia moves into Cambodia and the bombing of
North Vietnam is renewed, when all the world aches for peace. Will
immerements in violence yield peace? Irrational; they will not; and innorelit people suffer.
SI line. in the name of peace, interrupt campus activities, smash property. v iolate College and State regulations and justify their violence on
the belief it will bring an end to violence in Southeast Asia. Will it?
Irrational: it will not: and innocent people suffer.
W hen and where will it end? It must end here, now. Not to end it, On
this campus. now, today. will be to escalate violence and justify insanity.
iolenee only leads to more violence; and innocent people suffer.
W e must end it. Let it end. Here. Now.
HOBERT W. BURNS

f if Comment

Revolution Not a Game
By EARL REASON
’I he pigs have filially been provoked!
hope those bloody, bruised, beaten and
,orre-tood %% hot hodped provoke them are
happs.
\ moon, %lot was on Fif th Streel N1 ill tell
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you that the Pigus Americanis is not bullshiting.
Anyone who was on Fifth Street will tell
siuui that plainclothes cops, just itching for
a fight, started the melee that was "broken
tip" toy uniformed police.
Anyone who hail a camera or tape reeorder with him when he went over there
didn’t have it (at least not all of it) when
lie came back.
Four students were killed yesterday at
Kent State University. We don’t need any
deaths at SM.
The same cops that were on 5th Street
have been at Stanford "protecting" those
students there. WE DON’T NEED THAT
KIM) OF PROTECTION!
All week students have been playing at
revolution as if it were some kind of game.
It is not a game, it is as serious as the
shooting war in Cambodia.
The police have known every move that
the demonstrators have made since the
first signs of discontent appeared last
Thursday.
Today should be a day for POSITIVE
PLANNING TOWARDS POSITIVE ACTION!
Violence is not yet the solution. Students are not equipped nor organized
enough to protect themselves.
Let us not go insane.

The entire world was spinning crazily
out of control. High pitched screams
shrieks and gasps could be heardthey
seemed a great distance away. Veil, close
however, very close was a veritable thunder
of rushing, running feet, groans, grunts.
moans and weeping.
Pain from the first piercing, crashing
blow to my head was subsiding - it must
have come from a blackjack as the blows
which followed, from regulation police
billy clubs, seemed much duller in coinparison.
As I fell to the street, more out of fear
and terror than as a result of the blows,
the clubbing continued and was re-enforced by stiff kicks and jabs to the rest
of my body. Somehow, through the maelstrom, I heard a gruff voice "That’s
enough" I was sure it was from heaven.
As I lay there wondering if I could
move,
wondering where my glasses were,
...."
Johnson
Lyndon
from
up
picked
I
trick
little
a
"Here’s
wondering . . . , another cop came over.
He kicked me hard in the ribs, twice, and
told me to "get out of here" and then
explained, "no loitering." I wandered off,
dazed, trying to reconstruct what had
happened.
I remembered following the demonstration around campus. I was pleased, actually. I had been working hard to take the
By STEVE SV ISNsON
C.arnbodia issue out of the hands of the
Intl he refused to comment.
What do you say in a student newsradicals and place it in more responsible
I
say
Shall
riot?
a
Shall I say let’s start
paper when you can’t use the four letter
hands. I felt, and still do feel, that this
let’s go down and throw rocks and burn
words that are the only ones rotten enough
is an issue which could unite a large and
buildings? Man, that’s fighting idiocy with
to describe a situation where cops beat,
indignant majority of Americans against
started.
are
wars
idiocy. That’s how asinine
clubbed and !tweed girls, marchers and
Nixon and his "Indochina Policy." I felt
Rich Beadle, associate editor of the Daily?
We have proof, we have the truth. We
that the irrational actions of the radicals
of
can do more harm to everyone
I hate that kind of action with every
could do nothing but hurt the possibilities
those black-glosed bush apes by publicly
fiber in my body. I hate it when I hear
of this unity.
loafing pressure to put these guys behind
from a civil engineering senior, John
Thus, I was pleased by their insignificant
beat
have
to
bars and a public trial. We
Huekle, that he was prodded, pushed and
showing. They had only 100 to 200 marchthese guys in their own system or we
slugged by some punk plainclothesman
ers at the most. I felt that students were
haven’t got a leg to stand on.
with black gloves. Duckle said these same
reacting positively by not supporting the
for
How can you condemn the police
black gloved goons hit girls and other
radical activities.
violence when you use violence yourself?
marchers because it seems a normal walk
Because the turn-out was insignificant
The public was outraged with Chicago.
isn’t fast enough for them.
and because it only included the regular
not
Let’s
Lees get them outraged at SJS.
The men in black gloves may not be
marching and chanting, my attention was
be fools and alienate the public with acts
policemen lout I sure as hell would like
turned to the large number of "hip"
just as irrational as those of the men with
to know who the hell they are. Because
dressed pigs who were also following the
the black gloves.
they were the ones who are responsible for
march. Although I’ve never in the past reWe limo to get the public behind us.
busting up a peaceful march. They are
ferred to policemen as "pigs," this bunch
Tht., us ill us ith peace and numbers. Let’s
responsible for clot heads, demolished
of animals fit the description in all ways.
have 21.1100 of us together march around
tape recorders and cameras, mace in inThey all dressed in mod-type clothes,
campus and show the public we can be
nocent peoples eyes and all the rtost that
including cowboy boots and vests, beards,
rational in the midst of some awful crazy
went on yesterday. I asked a uniformed
mustaches, or side-hurns. They all carried
people.
officer about the -black glove brigade,"
weapons of various sorts, including blackjacks, leaded black gloves, and guns.
Long before the march left campus, I
asked these deputized hoods what agency
they represented and what they hoped to
accomplish while dressed in their very
clever "disguises." They would only remark that they were from the San Jose
Police Department and that they were here
By GAIL NESTOR
"to protect life and property." Other than
that they refused to divulge their names
people should have a voice in the govern(As students are beginning to gather on
or badge numbers, refused to name their
ment. So we’re going to ask for some
the athletic drill field for a noon rally at
direct superior, and refused to state upon
other opinions and some real live debate
Podimk State College, two men are enwhat authority they were on campus
after the scheduled speakers. Our first
grossed in conversation.) "You guys shire
imitating "dissidents."
speaker will be Fred Pickle from the Stupicked a hell of a place this time. This
Their motives and objectives soon beSociety.
As
you
Demagogic
dents
for
a
fence,
by
a
chain
link
place is surrounded
came all too clear. They were here to proknow. .sterdity the president of the Stuhas only two gates. one of them locked - mote violence and disruption. They were
dents for a Demagogic Society spoke, and
See if you can’t get that gale opened Joe here to wage war on an unsuspecting group
he said. ‘We must destroy soon!’ Now
when they start with the tear gas, you’ll
of not-too-clever radicals. They were here
of here."
here’s Fred."
never be able to get
to
blatantly and openly attack the student
loefore
"Thank
you!
Soon we must Destroy!"
(Now 141. shift to the platform
press. They were here, in their sickness, to
(Stagehand hold imp large sign APrally begins. A student approaches the
hurt, to maim, to "punish."
PLAUSE! Shills in center of crowd clap
president of the Peace and Freedom UnOn three different occasions during the
less you Disagree With us Party who seems
loudly and scream. Periphery of audience
afternoon I had shown these pigs my press
quiet.) P. and E. leader: "Thank you
to be in charge of today’s rally.) "Hey?"
pass and had identified myself. They knew
"Yes brother?"
thank you. That shows we have the peowho I was and this seemed only to harass
ple’s support. Our next speaker is from
"Will there be different speakers from
them. They were distressed at the fact
the Muck Vocab Party."
yesterday’s noon rally?"
that I had uncovered their petty game;
( He speaks.) "tit.S‘ott#$?&
"Yes, we like to hear from all the
they were uptight at my following them
#*S?&!!! DESTROY SOON WE MUST!"
people."
throughout the afternoon. It was only
"Reason I asked, there didn’t Weill to be
I Siagehand holds up large sign APseconds after I had shown them my crePI. %t Sr! Shills in center of crowd clap
any difference of opinion as to methods
dentials for the last time that they atlotidl and scream. Periphery of audience
and solutions yesterday at the rally, amid
tacked me and beat me to the ground it
you did say there would be a chance for
quiet(
seemed that they wanted to "teach that
discussion. Will there he today? Many of
P. amid E. leader: "Now I will be the last
long-haired bearded punk a lesson."
the students on campus are in agreement
scheduled speaker. You see it’s clearly time
As I sit here now at my typewriter, my
with you on pulling out of Cambodia, but
for action. Now let’s vote whether to dishead throbbing from a dozen points of
they disagree with your procedure. They
cuss this further with debate in a logical
impact by pig clubs, my ribs starting to
actually feel you are using them and the
constructive manner, or move right now.
ache rhythmically from their kicks, dried
Cambodia situation to further the other
Should we have sonic other speakers?
blood still spattered all over my clothes:
goals of your party."
(shills accidentally raise hands. P. and F.
I come to the conclusion that I have, inhastily disregards goof.) You say you want
deed, been taught a lesson.
"Yes, Yes, we realize we made sonic
I can no longer be neutral, I can no
to move now?" (Shills raise hands again
tactical errors yesterday, but I assure you
and yell) "Okay, now let’s have a demalonger be docile. I will never again let a
it won’t happen today!"
gogic vote on what kind of action. Sit on
bunch of punk, hood pigs attack me from
(Rally Begins. Prexy of P.A.F.-U.
asses or March on the Girl’s Gym? (Audibehind. They may get me as they may
Y.D.W.U. Party goes to mike.) "Hiya kidence scream and shout. Begin to gather
get us aU
but by all I deem important,
dies. We don’t want to dominate over the
up their lunches and sleeping bags.)
get one of them first....
scene today because we believe all the

Staff Comment

’Beat Them in the System’

Guest Room

Rally To Hear All Sides?

SJS Grad Tops in Field

Starr Claims Pulitzer
at Yale University in New Haven.
Corm.
He claims that life on the campuses seems vastly different frim
only five years ago when he was
a student.
"I’ve been out only three years
but , feel as though it might as
well be 30." Stair said. "Things
have changed, and broadened so
much.
"I’ve been tear-gassed and
beaten four times in the last
iew days," the national photosaid, in connection with
gr
current controversial police action on the campuses.
The Pulitzer Prize for Newspaper Photography is chosen by a
board from the Columbia University School of Journalism in
New York.

Ste,,
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it %%a,
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h.

the winner of the 19tt9 Pulitze.
Prize for Newspaper l’’,
phy.
Stan’s
which

prize-winning

appeared

in

Ws,

nevests.1-1 --

throughout tha.
country, shi Seed a gri alp sit :wined
and

magazines

Masks ho in’,.’ the Cottrell
%et Sit), .1. billiances . I
..
1969.
A ...ad! ;
I
Spartan lac,
Starr culiently ,I.
Associated Ii
,
briny, N
shortly- atter lam...
Starr will re. ,
part of the
i
which roll
claimed widely as oti. r.:
spot news photos of the decade.
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STEVE STARR
The 21S-year-old Starr works
t in with campus disturbances
and is cumin ly cover ing protests

Fund Raising
Concerts
In Berkeley
The Chosen Few, a group protesting the current lottery draft
system, is holding a benefit concert

May

6

at

the

Berkeley

Community Theater,
The benefit is being held in
order to raise money for the current Federal court hearings of
seven plantiffs questioning the
validity of the present lottery
draft system
According to Tom May, one of
the seven plantiffs in the court
hearings, the lottery system of
December 1. Is nun-random. "Men
born in the last four months if
the year had twice the chances
of getting a number in the first
third of the (numerical)

range

than did a person born in the
first four months of the year."
May says he expects the case
to go to the Supreme Court. Dan

SPARTAN DAILY PHOTOGRAPHER Rich Hessel shot this
photo of a club swinging policeman shortly before he was hit
over the head by another policeman.. The camera with which
he shot the photo was broken in half by the same officer. The
fogged areas of the photo resulted when the back of the camera
was ripped off.

Tracy and Roy Rankin from SJS
are also plantiffs in the hearings
representing
the
approximate
100,000 men between the ages of
19 and 26 in California subject
to the lottery draft.

Protest Coalition Formed
A new Campus Coalition,
formed Sunday, has initiated an
alternative program for students
to protest the invasion of Cambodia.
The organizing coalition plan,
an "alternate activity" day for
Students Friday which will start
with a peaceful picket at 7:30
a.m. Friday, move to a silent
vigil around the fountain at 10::111
with faculty led departmental
forums going on at the same time
in various areas of the campus.
At 12:30 the coalition will hold
a two hour rally at the ROTC
field which will feature name Oil
campus speakers.
After the rally student, will be
urged to hand out leaflets at
banks informing the community.,
of the alternate acti% ny day and L
asking citizens to get together in
a united rally at a date and plate’
to be decided later in the week ’
Saturday the off campus campaign will coordinate a day long
community drive at shopping
centers and community ..enters
to push for the united
The eoalition. which al lo
members from Students te, l’
and Freedom. the Student ii..
ization vommittee and se,..
non affiliated students, emphasized the total commitment te
-seaceful artion aimed at formin:
v massive student community. alliance.
Persons interested in morn in--

10% OFF
Parts and Labor
with ASB card
Yon bring it in and
well fix it
overhaul
lube
brakes
Free Body Estimates

formation on the campaign should
ga to the -Cambodia? Friday Instead" table on Seventh Street,
, , 4:30 p.m., Monday through

Steppenwolf,

Shades

of

Joy,

Osceola, Rock Bottom, and the
Holy See will be performing at
the concert. Tickets may be purchased at Roger Calkins in Santa
Clara, Discount Records in Berkeley, or at the door. Tickets
are $2.

May 26 Set
For Kunstler
Speech Here

News Review ............,......................,...,...............................................1
2

cago Seven- lawyer, will spcsik at
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The Columbia University Law
School graduate recent Is stated
he dues not consider himself a
liberal anymore Ile describes a
person with good
liberal as,
instincts who doesn’t like unfairness or inequality or repression,
and who will fight against that
until it bet’omes too dangerous,
when he frequently leaves."
Kunstler stated he, "hasn’t
made up his mind yet whether
he’s a reformist or a revolution
ary." Some nights, he says, he
gets so infuriated he should get
a gun and stop practicing law
"Other times." he continuer."
feel I’m doing something construetive that maybe will ward
off the day they have to storm
the Bastille."
Kunstler is critical of violence
and felt the student burning of
the Bank of America in Santa
Barbara a bad tactic.
He says he lives in two worlds,
the straight world in his suburban home in Westchester’
County, north of New York City,
and the radical world of Ahbie
Hofftnan, Jerry Rubin and H.
Rap Brown.
As a lawyer of the court he
considers himself a double agent.
He is an officer of the court and
at the same time he is out to revolutionize the courts.
A donation of 50 cents is being
requested for Kunst let’s appearance All money that is donated
will go into a "Chicago Seven"
defense fond The event is sponsored by the A.S.

Black Studies Dept.
Solicits Literature
For Library Use
Students and teachers who
would like to donate books to the
Black Studies Library may do so
at the Black Studies offive at the
mime!’ of Fifth and San Carlos.
The books will be used to supplement the library’s present collection, and will be available to
all interested students.
Books on almost any subject,
from Afro-American history to
poetry, music and art are needed.
A list of suggested books is
available at the Black Studies
office. For more information call
Susan Hawkins 286-8780,

Four Killed
, in Kent Protest I
"mailed ir

William M Kunstler, the "ChiSJS Tuesday. May 26, at 7:30

Four students were hit Its I It
Kent State University yesterday
in is confrontation with N 1.,11.1
Guardsmen and police dorm, an
ums,isity
rally,
it
anti-war
spokesman reported.
University President Robert I.
White quickly closed the university indefinitely. lit’ asked all
students, faculty and stuff to go
home us quickly us possible."
Eleven other persons were injured during the confrontation. It
was not known whether they
were students or guardsmen.
The victims were identified
only as two males and two females.
Witnesses said the guardsmen
turned and fired on harrassing
students after breaking up an unauthorized demonstration at Kent
State’s Commons area. They said
the demonstrators had thrown
rocks at the troops and hurled
back tear gas canisters used by
the guardsmen to break up the
demonstration,
National Guard officers would
not comment on the shootings.
The shootings came after three
nights of violence on the campus, where militant students protesting the use of American
troaps in CamIxidia burned down
the school’s ROTC building Saturday night.
National Guardsmen used bayonets and tear gas to force a
crowd of some 1,200 demonstrators back into the campus Sur day night.
Early Monday, Kent Mayor
Leroy Satmm and Gen. Robert
H. Canberbury of the Ohio National Guard issued a "proclamation of civil emergency" in the
city, imposing an R n.m. to 0
p.m. curfew on the town and
campus and prohibiting use of
vehicles during the curfew hourexcept by residents going to and
from work.

11111

.
removed from the
continued to shout and en.
the front steps.
Terrence Hallinan, Nrc, 3.101.11zation Committee leader, said tile
purpose of the march was to ask
the supervisors to cal fur the impeachment of President Nixon
and to ban the use of any Sari
Francisco military personnel ii
Cambodia.

Truck Burned
Anti-war demonstrators .at the
University of Califrrnla at Berkeley overturned and lan.tred an
ROTC panel truck and broke a
number of windows throughout
the troubled campus 111.nday.
Following a peaceful noon rally
about 700 of the it
burst into Ilarmon Gymnasium.
which houses the Air Force
and tore Mavn posters before campus police ek.eted them.
The marchers then moved on
two drab-colored vehicles, an 1110
truck.
toMobile and the pane
The automobile was able to v.-cape hut the panel was overturned and burned as the driver
fled.
The demonstrator, mavad
to California Hall, which hi ti
the Chancellor’s office, and Moiled down the American and C
.,:,
fornia flags, set them

lac,

them to half staff
liting "Burn Nixon.

China Responds
Communist
China
declared
yt"tel tl.,y U.S. Operations
1 1111111 dill
are a "provocation
av.ainst the Chinese peopie and
people, of Southeast Asia and
the isin.lit."

in

Radio Peking said this declass.
idiot’ came in an official statement issued by the Chinese government. The statement added
China will serve as a "great rear"
to the Indochinese peoples’ fight,
The sitit.anent said President
Nixon’s
dispatch
tO
roojIs into Ctunbudia
Ainer ti
raids against parts
and I
V,,tnaM are "a grave
"I
the U.S. war of
ste
,.. 1., lilt’ whole of Indochin

Economy Drops
In response to increased U.S.
invol%.ement in Asia, the stock
market suffered its biggest loss
in mom than six years yesterday
II. the Dow Jones average of 30
industrial dropped 19.07 points.
This was the biggest drop since
Nov. 22, 1963. the day President
i,..missly was assassinated.

WANT TO JET TO

EXPO?

Round Trip To Tokyo-s350
A%ailable only to Cali.
State Collette

Sponsortql by the Ati-

fornia

01.10..ii

students, faculty. stuff,

t’

and

S.F. Protest

their

jS

Marchers protesting American
involvement in Cambodia held
a noon rally yesterday on the
Federal Building Plaza in San
Francisco, then moved on to City
Hall where they attempted to
confront the Board of Supervisors.
The crowd of about 1,000 gathered on the plaza to hear a succession of speakers assailing the
American entry in Camixxlia.
They then gained strength and
moved on to City Hall and attempted to storm the supervisor’s
chambers on the second floor.
They were met by police and

Sttident

in
In,.

EUROPEAN FI.IGHTS

For complete travel
information contact:

Depart: OAR., LA. $299
Depart: New York $199

Lois Dickinsen
Bldg. BB
313 S. Ninth St.

Travel

of

conjunction

sit’. Student Services

i llll mediate
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.

Arrangements

by T-’\l Travel

IS HERE
NOW THROUGH MAY 8

On April 15, 1970 the decision was made to offer members of the Associated Students of San
Jose State College a GROUP - DISCOUNTED
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY.
College Student Insurance Service has worked
for five years with the auto insurance industry
proving the college student is NOT a bad risk.
Finally the task was accomplished. ASH members are offered substantial savings through this
policy.

Official

The

College

mark of
distinction

Ring
your

for the

visible

College

diploma

Graduate

Ring specialist George Stone frill be in the
Spartan Bookstore to council you on your ring
purchase. By purchasing .’our ring this week. you
can receive a 851)0 discount or. if you are a graduating senior -- free rental of cap and gown (a
value of $5.50). Delivery of rings is guaranteed
by the end of the semester.

This group-discounted policy is written through
the newly formed Associated Student linden% riters and sold exclusively by College Student Ingive you all of the
surance Service. They
facts and none of the hassle.

Come

Call 289-8681

in and sign up for the free ring

drawing to be held this Friday. No

or stop bv I04 South Third Street. Be aware of
hat is available to you NOW as a member of the
Associated Students.

purchase is necessary.

cpartatt 8’k4 tore

Star Motor
Imports
375 S. Market
286-6500
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Speakers Emphasize ’Community Interaction’ at Park Dedication
Tuesday. May 5.117n

’MAY

By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Staff Writer
The East Side Community Park
Project officially became
Park"

during

a

brief

"Our

and

in-

formal dedication ceremony Sunday.
A small group of students, residents, and civic officials nodded
approvingly as project coordinator Bob Silverstein told them,
"This will be an informal dedication because it LS the way we
want it, the way the community
wants it, and the way it will be."
Several civic and student leaders then spoke, lauding the Manpower Business Administration
Club and its former president
Jim Self for bringing the college
into closer interaction with thc
community.
Self began campaigning for
recreational facilities for the East
Side in May 1969. The project
was based on the premise that
it would he a people’s park, one
in which the people could take
part and be proud of.
Self feels the project has accomplishral its goals. "The physi-

cal part of the park it the least
significant of the project." he
stated
"What is important is the interaction to students, community
residents, business entities and
government entities working in
one positive direction. It’s a
means of learning . . . what it’s
all about, people coming together
and putting it together."
Designer Lloyd Martin made
the shortest speech when he said,
"it’s your park, enjoy it."
Norman Mineta, vice chairman
of the city council commented
"this is the type of project that
develops community spirit . . the
type of cohesiveness needed by
the community."
LAUGHTER
Wayne Ftingbury. list net mantiger for PG&E, evoked laughter
when he spoke. He pri inted
toward the long strip of barren
PG&E easement property extending across front the park and remarked facetiously, "there’s 600
more acres of land for development if you want it."

1;011 (7
the
tili i’s t,of
and reoreatitin district. emit mended eVeryone "for a job well
done."
The most eloquent
in,wever, was unsolicited. It came
from the excited chatter of small
children who swarmed over the
play structures, frequently ohscoring the comments of the
speakers.
Throughout the ieremon y,
there was frequent and good natured bantering between the
neighbors and students.
Working on the Community
Park Project has been a gratify Mg experienee to most of the
students. They recently took time
to reflect on their experiences of
the past four weekends.
Wanda Naylor, freshman exploratory major, signed up at the
Survival Faire exiiibit and was
active during all four weekends
of the project. She was one of
the coeds who willingly manned
shovels and accepted other sluties.
"The students have idmast dedicated their lives to the park,"
she said. -The neighbors and

iatihlren have all been vsonderfol.
More parks of this nature are
needed where everybody can became involved."
Dave llenise, 27, industrial arts
major, was one of several students from Professor James
Casey’s creative wood 110 class
who were busy constructing a
truncated octahedron. They had
just spent three weeks designing
and cutting out the components
of the children’s play structure.
"The class has enjoyed the
feeling of doing something for the
community" he commented.
"There is the satisfaction of having done something productive,
useful.
PITCHING IN
"All the kits have pitched in.
and the families have come out
with sandwiches." said Henise.
"Although I’m not a resident of
San Jose, I feel almost like a
till mber of the community now "
Bob Taylor, 24, a manpower
business administration major.
stated "I think it’s it great ideal( nothing else. I hope it inspires
others to do the same.

ADMIRATION
Richards reeel%141 nothing but
admiration and praise from the
People with whom he had been
in contact. Many stackers agreed
that Richards was one of the few
people in the library that cared
about the students.
If you were one of the unfortunate people who discovered
that you had left your books in
the library. 10 minutes after it
had closed, it was probably Richards who retrieved them for you.
Richards’ life has been a full
one. A native San Josean, he
joined the Merchant Marines, circling the world three times before he was 20.
His real pride and life’s work
has been his writing. Richards
has published 22 novels, 50 novelettes, and sold over 800 short
stories.
In 1942 he wrote "How to
Abandon Ship" which sold over
1 million copies, and is still the
handbook for many seamen.
AN EDITOR
He was once editor of Top
Notch, a multi -million dollar fiction magazine that was popular
in the 1930a.
Richards spent 30 days riding
on the back of a truck following
the trainitvz of a boxer. He did

The SJS Summer Session program provides an excellent opportunity for disqualified st,,- 1
dents to improve their ticaden,,
status.
Last summer, approximat,,
80 per cent of the disqualit, !
students at SJS improved thee %
academic situation through go, ml
Performance in summer pro- as
grams. Tw,i-thirds of these students achieved "clear" acad,mic
standing fmm their work in Sum- %

What now after retirement?
"I’m not going to push a library cart around anymore. I’m
going to be Phil Mehards twain
and write," he mmarked.

on it.

PHIL RICHARDS ... Library Stack

-,, or, Park, ale., Hie students
eroup.
.
will earn,
,,,
a a include
A I-.’
01015
11111biti

Retires

Soon
Wednesday. May 6
12:30

Speech Waiver
Set for Monday

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK

give you immediate inif chances ore we can
Ask us about
formation as to price, exact title and availability. If we don’t have
it, wit can got if for you promptly.
’Ill
9:00 P.M.
Thursday
1U E. San P

’OK SHOP

Best Seller
Reprints
for Less
29S-5513

do berretta 3rd and 4th St’.

college."
Andy Bardakos, 22. civil engineer major stated. "I think this
is a great project especially the
involvement (MITI the community.
Another thing is the girls. I’ve
never seen girls work so hard.
It’s amazing . . . they seem to
aork harder than the guys."
The children were also heard
to pipe up with a few comments
of their own.
Jay Torrez 10, was impressed
with the play structures. "I’ve
never seen anything like this." he
stated. "If we didn’t have this in
the summer nobody would have
anything to do."
"Nobody huold be here if the
patk wasn’t like this," comment ed Raehael Pelayo, 10.
"It’s our park, now . . . and
youts too- (’him ped one small boy
who fled before his name could
he t,,Itea

lice. The oh lice is boated in the
Administration Buil ling. Room
201.
i.,,tatel Of1!..

EUROPE

Visit London, Paris, Rome, Spain
Portugal, The Greek Islands
Departing July 10

48 Days

CONTACT CAL1FORNI

! \o

DENT ’1..01

TELEPHONE (415) 5(.7-4(06
An inclusive four w;th

X

Trans International Airlines
laree

,Atee.ejet

..40310P..0:0"’ -eat:
et)

When you know
it’s for keeps
All your sharing,

’all your special memories
will be forever
symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
.
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag,
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless,
of superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles.
He’s listed in
the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

nre..,rrnrc)
QIAAW,C)

Rally
7:30

r’Iontgomery Theater
of Civic Auditorium

If :k4,11
!railer.

haNe read his him!. .11)mit hi, lily in Ness 1 oil. as a gang
want In hear !Intl speak urn 7111 Areei
I,A$1001.$100‘,

HUNDREDS MCRE TO SELECT FROM

Fiction. Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion. Music, Art,
it;, Get these new books at Bargain Prices NOW at San Jose Book
Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE!

the park project since the first
aeekend. "This project has torthered cuirent philosophy that
the educational world exist; not
only on tampus but in society as
well. The pal k emphasizes the
!elation betsseen society and the

EUROPE

EUROPE

Seventh Street

, de’late Speech and 1,,
’ml the
partment has a tin u u it
Speech Proficiency Test, for students wishing to w.liVe
speeeh requirement, to he livid
Monday, May 11, at 9 am in SI,
253, Arrangements to take thi
test may be made by conaea 1’1 ’
the Speech and
ext. 2719

Mexican & Central American
Mythology
$295
100 illus. Import
Michelangelo
54 plates in full color, inIport
$2.98
Price
Chinos* Cooking for Pleasure
$2.98
by Pu Tong Import Price
Wisdom of Kahn! Gibran
Si 25
(Oral $3 75) Now
Collectors Book of the
Locomotive
S4 95
0, q $151 N

tran,-.1,,laiition, camping equipment. :mil cooking utensils.
For further information, contact Mrs. Hilary Stanley in Extension Services.

Mountain snow and Paella,
Coast Beaches are just two er
the advantages of living in California. And at least one group
on campus takes both advantages to heart.
The SJS Ski Club will hold its
annual beach party this Satin day at Santa Cruz. The hi -h
country people will take to till,
lowlands at noon to spend a (1,,,
in the Santa Cruz surf.

cky Cruz

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
Antique Collectors Handbook
Over 300 pages illus. Import $3.95
Easy Ways to Good Flower
Arrangement
$1 98
(Orig. $4 50)
Dance Scene U.S.A.
Ballet And Modern ($(2.50) Sale
Price
$398
The Upanishads
by Solon Niihilananda
$249
Art as on Investment
how to buy and sell (Orig. $101
$395
Now

Supervisor

SJS Ski Club
Party, Ski Trips

Natural History Cip ir;p To Combine
Outdoor Lectum. att4 Field Trip Credits
, 111011 fur
St miiiJ11
Hist01:,
trip ’,la Nike place today from
8 ;am 1,, noon in front of room
127 of the Science Building.
The one unit course will I
sist of a series of outdoor ,,
tures and field trips ’,a
q
sciences. Science
coveted by the followm,14.1
tessors. Dr. Arnold Applea q
Birds and Mammals; Dr. Rid, ,
Hartesveldt, Trees and
Dr. Wayne Kartchner, Gts,a,
Dr. Carl Sharstnith, Plant I ,
ogy; and Dr. Joseph Young. T
pool Life.
Official hcadquara tilt
camp will he at I;

DIRECTION
"I signed up at Survival Fain....
she continued. "I don’t base any
talent, just muscles I don’t mint
what I do. just so I’m dii Med.
"I like to see people winkimt
together . . . it’s the greatest
idea," remarked Laurel Huffman,
22, business education major. She
had just completed her third
weekend on the project.
"It feels great when you have
accomplished something," she related. "This shows the student;
have interest in the community.
The idea to create pride will kzep
the park from falling apart "
Mike Simons, 27, a graduate
student in education, has been on

mer Session.
Catalogs for Summer Session
Disqualified students am urged
TO are now available in the Eduto discuss their status and plan
cational Services Office, the Cola summer program with couriodlege Union, and the Spartan
Bookstore. Students may regisi..
J.e.e.ore
Na--zte-o^
immediately for summer 1,1, ’grains after obtaining a cattle,

’nab
this just to he,
for a story he is 1, writing.
He spends 10-12 hours a
the library. The remainder L.
spends reading and writing. "It
you want to find a book find it
now, before he’s gone." one
stacker said during the Thursday
party.

So if you’re in the stoic:: ;tipi
you see a short roan who links
like he knows what hi-’s doing
and resembles Santa Claus, ask
him what he’s been up to you
may be able to write a 1,0olc

Maths aver project has shown the
right direction."
The response has been terrifle" DeDe Vogel, 21, art major,
recalled enthusiastically. "I was
attracted to the idea of doing
something for someone else for
a change.
"It’s one of the first times I
had been able to extend coy education to the community. I feel
it’s important," she said.

Summer Catalogs Now Avalable

Writer -Librarian
Staff Retirement
Bs FREII If t.1111’
Daily Feature Writer
You might have noticed him
among the book stacks, a short,
sturdy-looking man somewhat resembling Santa Claus without a
beard.
His name is Phil Richards, 5,15
Library’s book stack supervisor
for the past 10’s years.
The 66 year old Richards retired Friday following a party
Thursday afternoon on his behalf.
Thirty staff members and book
stackers sat in a semi -circle
around Richards as he opened
presents which were a briefcase
and wallet from the library staff
and a gold pen from his student
stackers; (They had "borrowed"
some 200 pens from Richards in
the Nagai
"For all the things Mr. Richards has done around here, it
could be his 50th year," one staff
member commented.

’Tin amazed at the amount of
student and department involvement. I’m rspecially impressed
with the department building the
octahedron."
He stated he was impressed
with the uniqueness of designer
Lloyd Martin’s playground structures.
"Several teachers brought the
kids out here during recess last
week," he related, "and let them
play on the unfinished structures.
"They made a beeline for the
equipment - they couldn’t have
been happier. "You have to make
the kids think it’s theirs so they
will keep it up," he stated.
"The Manpower Club aceom!dished its purpose. It has brought
the school and students in union
with the community:. stated
Mare Rosenberg, 22, a sociology
major. "It has also proved a benefit in tranforming waste land
into something beneficial."
Mike Oakes 21, industrial arts
major, stated, "It’s gotten students and people together. It
shows that students can accomplish something if they go
through the Field channels. The

A P.1 PIncICA,nny, In, to I aA2

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
f
44 poge Br
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Spartan
Spartans Shine hi invitational Clutch-Hitting
Baseballers’ Undoing
111;% BILL GILBERT
Daily Spurts Writer

Called by SJS assistant track
Bullard "the best

coach Eamie

meet we’ve had since I’ve been
her e,"

Saturday’s

produced

some

invitational

out stand in g

marks, and Spartan athletes
played no small part in producing
them.
SJS claimed first place in five
events, three for Bud Winter Sta-

dium records and four for meet
records. In addition, a number of
Spartan spikesters recorded lifetime or season bests.
Both relay teams came up with
victories, although mom significant was the times they recorded.
The 440 relay team, with a fast
second leg by Kirk Clayton, ran
its season best, a 40.7 and will
probably run faster. Making up
the remainder of the quartet were
Frank Slaton, Chuck Sundsten
and George Carty.

tinted in 21 3 and 21.4, respectively.
Two-taller Gary Hansen. rtmning relatively unopposed, coasted in with a 9:088. nearly four
second faster than his previous
personal best.
In the field events, Gary O’Sullivan, Chuck Sundsten. Marion
Anderson and Vie Dias all had
good afternoons.
O’Sullivan strengthened hi a
hold as the second best discus

second, 46.8. He has run faster in
relay legs.
After a slow start. Clayton
nearly caught Ben Vaughn of
the U.S. Army in the 100 yard
dash, but was edged by inches at
the tape in an upset. Even se.
Clayton was caught in 9.3. as was
Vaughn. which is a hack and
meet record.
Clayton and Dees also took second and third in the 220 behind
John Carlos’ 20.3 effort. They

thrower in SJS history with a
heave of 182-11, his personal best.
Unfortunately, his effort was
only good enough for sixth place.
Anderson and Sundsten finished second and third in the long
jump behind Gayle Hopkins’ 25-

10. Anderson remained consistent
with another jump close to 26
feet, a ’25-9’s. Sundsten went over
a foot better than his legal best
with a 25-4’S .

An outstanding anchor leg by
Elmo Dees of 46.2 offset a slow
first leg in the mile relay as the
Spartans established meet and
track records and a season best.
Also clocking fast laps were Neand Carty
ville Nlyton (47.5
1.47.31. Bullard stated "I think
they can run two seconds bettet
than that in the right situation
and can stay with any team on
the coast." They will get their
chance at the West Coast Relays
in Fresno Saturday.
Carty ran his best legal time
of the season (he ran a windaided 13.6 two weeks ago) of 13-7
in the 120 high hurdles for first.
In doing so he heat Southern
California standout Gary Power.
It was also a stadium and meet

6-4 overall’, Al Withol 10-3, 3-41
and freshnum Kris Sorensen ( 0ii, but the Spartans couldn’t
bunch their hits %hen needed,
nor contribute the long ball in
support of their mound crew.

Spartan baseballers outhit San
Diego State in all three games,
but a lack of timely hitting negated that advantage as SJS was
swept by the Aztecs in Pacific
Coast Athletic Association play

A seventh -inning Doug Hunt
homer= off reliever Gary Houston iced the Aztecs 3-1 first -game
victory Saturday and San Diego
again three-runned SJS in the
nightcap, 3-0.
Luckless Withol struck out 10
San Diego batters for the second
best 1970 strike out performance.
Freshman Mike Rusk whiffed 12
St. Mary’s Gaels for the top SJS
mark.

last weekend.
The three losses put a severe
damper on Spartan hopes of a
PCAA flag. SJS will be hard
pressed to make up ground on
new league-leader Long Beach
State (9-31, which upended Los
Angeles State 15-4 1 in three
weekend encounters.
SJS received strong pitching
efforts from Jay Eike (2-1 PCAA,
,i,11111111.1-

Career Opportunity

Orrd.
,\i ton was forced to run a
hard race in the 880 by former
University of Oregon Star Jerry
Van Dyke. After trailing with a
55 second first lap, Myton opened
up on the last turn and kicked
home with his season best, a
1:49.3. Van Dyke was second in
1:50.1.
Former Spartan Lee Evans’
track record 440 of 45.8 was partly a result of pressure from Dees,
who ran his official life best for

rt-

Wo,-r

*

.

100 -Yard
Winners
Army’s Ben Vaughn (left) nips
SJS’ sprint star Kirk Clayton
in Saturday’s Invitational meet.
Both were timed in 9.3, setting
meet and stadium records. Dr.
George Rhoden (upper left
photo), a Jamaica Olympian in
1948, hits the tape in a world
record equaling 10.4 for the
senior men’s 100.

The Bankers Life
of
Des Moines, Iowa
Offers a career in life underwriting. Sales positions are as ailalde in many areas in California.
We market life. disability. health. pension and
group products. Fortune Magazine lists Bankers Life
MUM’ 1.600 life insurance
as 16th in assets a44444
cortipanirs.
First year incomes should aserage $8.500 and
those with 5 years or more experience over $14,000.
We offer free aptitude testing and sales training
to determine your suitability for this posit’
For

a personal interview call:

ROBERT W. TODD
2131 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
243-4040

MONTHS*
FREE.
Former Spartans
Netters, Golfers Face Zip
to Victories

Final Dual Matches

Both the Spartan tennis and
golf squads face their final dual
matches this week in preparation
for upcoming league tournaments.
SJS’ tennismen put their 14-6
mark on the line today at IIC
Berkeley, beginning at 2:30 pm.
The Spartans will host the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
tennis tourney, Thursday through
Saturday.
Meanwhile, the golfers, boasting a 12-0-1 record, travel to
Stanford Saturday. Tee off time
is noon. The PCAA golf tourney
is set for May 14 and 15 at Santa
Barbara.
The Spartans picked up win
number 12 by defeating the SJS
alumni. 22-5, Friday at San Jose
Country Club.
SJS John Adams took med-- -

EUROPE

$230-8295
r.t. from West Coast

iron, NY. Plights
A0eleb1.-. f
& the Orient.
within Eurooe
Per informat,on contact: 3654625.

E.S.E.P.
1101 Woodside Rd.
SJSC

Mist honors with a one under par
69. Teammate Glen Woodruff followed with a fine 71 while a trio
of Spartan.s. Kelley Moser, Steve
Bohn and Steve Hakes, turned in
72s. Jim West carded a 75 to
round out the varsity scoring.
Dick O’Donnell and Dan James
had 73s for the alumni while Harry Taylor, Ruskin Sheppard and
Don Keffer carded 74s. Eli Bariteau had a 75 for the :Maims.

playtex
tamizinis

Spartan and former Spartan spikers alike had fine afternoons
in the SJS Invitational. In photo at left, John Carlos, who jumped
into the 220 at the last minute paying off a bet, sprinted to a
stadium and meet record of 20.3. SJS’ Elmo Dees, at left, was
third. In the photo at right, Lee Evans hits the tape with a 45.8
in the 440, a stadium record. Pictured again is Dees, who was
second with a 46.8.

SILVA’S- for
’Zs

-

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your staff or ASS

30 extra etworkeiss

OtIn11411

We’ll send you the $1.69 size of Playtex’
first-day tampons for only 504.
You get more than two months’ supply free.

springtime service!

CHECK COOLING SYSTEM
BATTERY, LIGHTS, PLUGS
TIRES
MARFAX LUBRICATION

There’s no other tampon like
Playtex. Outside, soft and silky.
not cardboardy. Inside, so extra
absorbent, it even protects on
your first day. That’s why we
call it the first-day tampon.
In every lab test against the
old cardboardy kind, the
Ilast1 en

CD]

.,sd

MOVIE & STILL
* Supplies
* Cameras
* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Can )(me
Camera Chop
246 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt and Courteous Service

,,,,,

tiff of W..

per ,oron

50C for my more than two months’ supply of Playtex tampons.
Send in a plain brown wrapper, please.

SILVA TEXACO

Name

78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE

Address

296-8968

inch of you.
Once you try it, we think
you’ll love it. That’s why we’re
making you this special "two
months free" offer.
So go ahead. Use the coupon
and get more than two months’
supply free.

Here’s

0 Regular

(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)

Playtex tampon was always
more absorbent. Actually 45%
more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular
tampon because of the unique
way it’s made. Actually adjusts
to you. Flowers out, fluffs out,
protects every inside

City

0 Super

State

Zip

Mail coupon to International Playtex Corporation, Dept. 550, P.O.
Box 2205, Wilmington, Delaware 19899. Offer expires August 31,
1970. Please allow four weeks for delivery,

55

Serving State Students for 35 yrs.

1hr

of Intern.t.en., Merle. Co., .

Del

1%9

imt.n.t.enc Psipto. C..,

Tuesday, May 5. 1970
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ZPG: ’Need Signatures’

Spartaguide
TODAY
Aikido Club, 11 a.m., C.U. Calaveras Room. First meeting to inform s t u d ents interested in
Japan’s newest martial art. For
more information call 379-4676.
Es C: F.dueating Education
Sendrusr, 12:30 p.m., C.U. Urnunhum Room. Dr. Richard Lichman, philosophy professor at U.C.
Berkeley. will speak on "The
Ikeological Function of the University."

Zero Population Growth (ZPG)
1230 a.m., C.C. Almaden Room.

1970 Classic Film Series, 3:30
and 7 p.m., Morris Dailey, "Miracle in Milan" sponsored freely by
the (71.7PB, A.S and Audio-Visual
Service Center. Rollin Buckman
is coordinator for the series.

Film, 6 p.m., Ed RP. Sponsored
by the Fuller Brush Company,
the movie is for the entire SJS
custodial staff.

Phrateras International, 3:30
p.m., C.U. Calaveras Room,
Circle K, 9:30 p.m, C.U. Contanoan Room.

Band-Aideo Tryout, 3:30 p.m.,
PER 279.

ExC: Gay Liberation, 730 p.m.,
Jonah’s

Executive Council of Campus
Student Ruttiness Organizations.
3:30 p m., Ed 214.

Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m., CU.
Costanoan Room. All students
are invited to attend.

Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., CU.
Pacifica Room.

Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., New
College Bldg., 414 E. William.

Spartan Spears, 6:30 p.m., C.U.
Pacifica Room.

String Ensemble and Electric
Concert. 8:15 pm., Concert Hall.
Free to all.

Alpha Eta Rho, 7 p.m., Aerftnaut ies depart men t Nomination
of fall officers and discus.sion of
May 14 banquet alarmed.
Speech, 7 p.m.. C.V. Guadalupe
Room. Tom Harvey. ecologist, to
speak on the "Politics of Conserva t ion."
Sigma Delta Uhl. 7 p.m.. Spartan Daily NVWS1’0,t1/1, .1C 208.
Newsweek mrrespondent Min S.
Yee to speak on his experiences
in Cuba.
Department of Business Education. 730 p.m., C.U. Calaveras
Boom.
American Marketing Association ( AMA i, 730 p.m., BiUM’S
Restaurant, Town & Country Village. Don Crosby, FT&T general
sales manager, will speak. Officer
elections to be held.
Bliwk Theater Workshop. 7:30
p.m., Morris Dailey. "13Iaek Man,
Black Woman" to be played.
Student International MediaOm Society, 8 p.m., C.U. Almaden Room,
Faculty Recital, 8:15 p.m.. Concert Hall. Judy Garson to perform.
Progressive Asia n -American
Coalition (PAACI, 9 p.m., CU.
Information Booth. International
Food Bazaar to be discussed.
TOMORROW
Campus Ambassadors, 10:30
a.m., to 1:30 p.m., CU. Madrone
Room. Bible Study of 1 Corinthians 4, evil in the Church.
Faculty Bonk Talk, 12:30 p.m.,
CU Umunhum Room. Dr. Sybil
B. Weir, asst. prof. of English
will speak on "French I.ieutenant’s Wife" by J. Fowles.
Rally,
12:30 p.m., Seventh
Street. Featuring Nicks’ Ca-us.
Student Mobilization Conunittee to End the War in Vietnam

Is It nece-

and In esunhudhs. ISMC1, 12:30
p.m.. (’.U. Calaveras Room.

TH I RS DA Y
All WOMOWN Council, 3:30 p.m.,
Almiiden Room.

7

Conununications-In . Residence
((’IR), 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., Camp
Harmon, Santa Cruz Mountains.
"Aloneness versus Loneliness"
topic to feature "A Day in the
Mountains" with speaker Brother
Lee Love. Transportation available. Seventh Street booth opens
Wednesday to give information
and collect $1.50 for food.
COMING SOON
Circle K Grade Cards.

ABORTION INITIATIVE
CONTINUOUS

Public Careers
To Be Discussed

,i,PA/11/1 ;41/7n,

CDC 3300 high speed digital computer,
1-3 hours daily depending on
r
L rt cheap or trade fdr System
360. Call T. Blomberg. NRDC. 294.6414
ext. 2941.
RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40%, discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
Same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
mid. M.S. Call & place an order. 298,0700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
SMALL DRESS SHOP FOR SALE living quarters attached. Reasonable
price. Call 294-7629 or 258-9551.
CLASSICAL GUITAR with case. Excel.
CounicIL.D$4A0c2c902.u55sT131c
.
G
GUITAR w/case.
Good cond. $100. Gibson amp 2-8’s.
trern and reverb. Good cond. $100. Les
287-3481 room 101 4C Htoh Rise Dorm.

AUTOMOTIVE (2)
REPAIR, New. Rebuilt or Used
Labor & Parts. I wiil
:a.e i
rour b"oxe- down or wrecked VW.
-’n-cent, 82 C.’s:year, SJ, 292-3768,
’ransportation! Good
56 FORD.
5I-7 or best offer.
, :0 _p.m.
:
.-"2
66 TRIUMPH 500 cc - Gerr:ani TT.
Eependable.
r
I.
2c.
1964 VW. One co--- Excellent jondi- 1100.00 or ci.er. 961-6997. Call
VW

’65 MG Sedan 1100. Engine in excellent
- -1 -6. Bv 3rd gear. Many useparts. 294.8528. Make
-it
- -: after 4 p.m.
l’
-’
1 ’69 SUZUKI TS250 $600. Like new. 287:Cr,
’67 VW F:
Excellent condition, radio,
r.-:
:
Cal 354-9997.
--:o
ce-iod condi’61 VW
,ro.,: ,;,,,71
st. ransmis.
’64 TRIUMPH 500. Exc. cond. See to
her. 2931818.
oce
’61 FALCON. 6 cyl. AT. Good cond.
8200. C.: 766-1822.
’70 HONDA 50- id/Wht. Like new. Has
Or" 6
Must sell. $145. Call
- 213 2085.
’62 CHEV. IMPALA S.S. CONY. New
-0 and paint. Rebuilt enq. & trans. Exc.
ond. $395 or best offer. 326-8320.
’63 CHEVY NOVA, good cond., convert.
dependable, $450. Call after 6. 265.3665.
’63 MG., two tops, extra wheels, new
trans.. 4 track tape. Marine Blue, runs
good. $800, 378-6060.
’66 MG" good cond., extras, $1400. Ask
for Lee at Markham Hall, Room32313.
Call CY4.6019.
’61 VW CAMPER - w/58 Porsche rebui’t ono. $1100. Also ’57 Porsche Cpe.
$1500. ’62 rebuilt VW. 40 horse eng.
1200. Call 287.9691.
FALCON, ’61 2 door hardtop. Radio.
row .os I battery, clean. $200. 294,973 t
o
Good transportation.
’59 VW B.,
, ,
good. $170. Must sell
6 30. 264-4881. Tim.
’70 HONDA 50 te ow s’; I ,n -rented
520 a’ be.’ -tier 295 7513 Arr, h

$175 AND UP

FOR SALE 131
$175 AND UP
To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.

JEWELERS
72 SO. FIRST ST.
SAN JOSE
PHONE 297-0920
WESTG ATE
SHOPPING CENTER
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 379.3051
ywestwelWe

Anew

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
a 14 ON THE MALL
PHONE 266.8466
710 DEL MONTE CENTER
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
PHONE 375-6577

Smith, assistant coordinator ot
the SJS chapter of ZPG
Any and all persons interested
in helping with the project

iin the initiative and to collect
signatures from registered voters
supporting the initiative.
According to members of ZPG
manning the table at the College Union, not that many students realized that the table existed this past week. It will remain open throughout this week.

urged to contact the Environmental Information Center a 2946414 ext. 27601 or call Jeri’

MITT/PEES 2.
FREE COLLATING
WEN NIGHTS TIE 9

CAMPUS COPY
-P18 S. MTH
Hi5-7778

Smith 1248-6896

’SIGNATURES NEEDED’
Approximately 150,000 people
have signed the state-wide petition thus far. More than 170,000
more signatures are needed by
the June 11 deadline in order to
place the Abortion Initiative on
the November ballot.

For The Best Looking

TERM PAPERS
rent a typewriter at

Registered voters are needed
to circulate petitions throughout
the city, and non-registered
voters ale needed to precinct petitions weekdays at the Environmental Information Center, located on Fifth Street, near Duncan Hall.
"Without more local help and
volunteer involvement in the
abortion issue, the Abortion Initiative will never reach the ballot in November," stated Jerry
--

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
or ask about our Rent-to -Own Plan
Try lour copy
service - Available
to Student Organizations

..otoeed-Y4
eueoNES8 MACHINES
Boo 170
South S..,011ii Si
286-2610

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Asian-American Ethnic Studies
Liaison Committee and ProgresANNOUNCEMENTS (11
sive Asian-American Coalition.
p.m., PAAC Office, Newman
YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
9:30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. 2865487. Sri E. Alexandrou,
FRIDAY
II need,a!
p
t:TOdtu Nn-PROFIT
National Assn. of Industrial
r.
Four
licensed
chapter, .raft, low membership fees & monthly
student
Technology,
11:30 a.m., IS 22, Work crews Les. Cert. flight instructors avail. 246.
for platform project will be form. 2481.
lump course.
ed. For more information. call LEARN ,SKYDIVING-ist PARA-LOFT
rnished. STEVENS
I
Miter at 299-6919, ext. 2244.
A
A Nr, A I RP OR T . 569-5358.
II. Autocross May It:
’
DUEL AT
$3.00 entry. Trophies.
College, Lot B.
r
May8th.
"WATERHOLE
1 0 p.m. 50c.
A DAY -"..’,ntaini, May g. mu.
TIMATE THEATRE.
.
CIR. Wed. -Fri.
’
R.s.--lence is
COMMUNICATiON
Richartl l Delyong. city manmSat..
, w
, Cruz
:.
ager of Milpitas and member of
-s1
r
the City Managers Department

(9177,3 Weidorik

The SJS chapter of Zero Population Growth, ZPG, is helping
coordinate the abortion initiative
in San Jose. A table is set up outside the bookstore of the College
Union to disseminate information

Friends Outside, 712 Elm St.,
295-6033 or 300 S. 10th St. Volunteers desperately needed as Big
Brothers and Sisters as well as
special tutors.

p.m.,

of the League of California Cities.
will be on campus next Tuesdio
May 12. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
DeLoriz hopes to reach rod
only students interested in pad
lic management but also those
interested in careers in accounting. data processing. engineerit:-.
law enforcement, planning. recreation and other public service
activities.
Students interested in career
and educational opportunities in
local government may sign up to
talk with him at the Career
Planning and Placement Center.
122 S. Ninth Street, second floor
center.

to pay for one
of your life?

Is it fair to a child born out
of wedlock, or to a child unwanted by his parents, to spend
the rest of his life wondering
why in hell he was even conceived?
If your response is no to either,
or both of these questions, you
have a chance to do something
about it. The Abortion Initiative
ProJect is attempting to gather
325.000 signatures or registered
voters in California to put a measure on the November ballot to
remove abortion from the domain of criminal law and make
it a personal decision between the
expectant mother and her doctor
as to whether or not the birth
should be aborted.

SATURDAY

Radical Audio-Visual Experiment (RAVE), 3:30 and 7 p.m.,
Morris Dailey. Movie "From Here
to Eternity" for 50 cents admission donation.
Women’s Liberation,
C.V. Almaden Room.

mistake the I,

77
XEROX
Copies

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Ball Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats.
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats, Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Heddinq between 8th & 9th St. 293-4651.
PETRI FT Single Reflew Camera with
f/I.8 & 135 mm f/3.5 lenses. Cost $245.
Sell for $170. Call Laura at 286-9433.
GUITAR AMP. SUPRO 2.12" speakers.
F.
Must sell. Orig. price $250.
’II for $125 cash. Call 262.2183.
o ,,
Rudy after 8 P.m.
A DAY in the mounteins. May 9, MULOVE. ILLEGITIMATE THEATRE,
i 7th St. Booth, CIR, Wed.Fri.
_
SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets. pea coats. bell bott. pants,
clothing, polyfoarn, camping supplies,
beck pecking gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St, H..turs: 9.6. Closed
Sundays. 287.3942.
OLD PIECES, Antiques & collector’s
items at bargain prices. Also college
’,change for utensils, dishes. etc. COZY
(’OR-Nit lfd 8 San Salvador. 12 5.

HELP WAIVED 141
SALE, Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No, Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs, a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
let St. Rm. 207.
MONEY motivated: Sales minded men
interested in fantastic future with one
of largest recreational land developers.
Call John Zevitas, sales director, Great
Lakes Development Co., Hayward, Calif.
14151 581-1514.
GUIDE TO TEACHING JOBS IN
EUROPE Covering 19 countries; 175
English Language Schools; 250 US College Programs: foreign programs; commercial language schools: teacher agencies: visa and work permit info. $6
check, money order. MEMA Publications,
PO Box 4359. Berkeley, CA 94704,
SINGLE WOMEN 121-351 needed as
counselors for fine High Sierra private
girls camp to teach Sailing, English,
riding, craft!, dramatics and outcamping.
GEN. STAFF needed as bookkeeper,
head cook, second cook, custodian,
stable hand and program director. En.
penancepreferred. June 16.Aug, 19,
Phone 967.8612.
HEATHERLEE AGENCIES now hiring
part-time and temporary babysitters and
housekepers. 289.9466.
"WATERHOLE #3" Friday May 8th.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
WANTED: Geolooy major to tutor -dent in beginning geology, 2.3 hrs.
Call eves. 736-1684.
CIR wonts interested students to err,
their world in the mountains this So. ,
day. More info at 7th St. booth.
WANTED Male Doberman puppy, h
fully free or will buy AKC. Contact \
ext. 2114 130-4:30.
A DAY in the mountains. May 9.
SIC. LOVE ILLEGITIMATE THEA
into at 7th St. Booth CIR

WANTED Mole Dobermon
.
will buy AKC. C
: 4
30.4:30.

WANNABUYANEWBOOK
FORHALFPRICE7
Cal book is selling 100’s of new paperbacks for th price during 1st annual
sale.
ROOMS WITH KITCHEN PRIVILEGES,
Newly Remodeled. 4 talks. from SJS.
Summer rates. $45/mo. Avail. June 4.
Call 287-3125 or 293.9390.

. hope’1st Vici

FURN. APT. Avail May 1st. Lovely Mdrn.
blk. South
1 bd-m. with Ige. Closets.
of College. $120 Wtr. and garb. pd. Apt.
No. 1 Fret, d’wnstairs. 463 So. 7th. lag.
499 So. 7th CY5-5362.
SUMMER RENTALS-Girls. Private
rooms, kitchen priv., study rm., TV, party
rm. 1 blk. from campu s. $45/mo.
294-1581.
SUMMER APT.-Lerge. Need three girls.
Very close to campus. ’Pool. $25/mo. Call
297.3964.
FEMALE
ROOMMATES
FOR
SUMMER-Share 2 bdrrn., 2 bath apt.
with Sun deck. On 4th St. $35/mo.
Maureen 297-4478 or 287-9914 after
4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for fa’’
semester. Help find apt. Age 19-21. Cal
Bonne L. Alden 9681611 after 2 p.m.
SUMMER-WINTER rentals. Large, comfortable I-2.3-bdrm. apts. I blk. from
campus. 296.4965. GIRLS ONLY.
HOUSE FOR RENT-31/2 Bedroom, 11/2
Bath, 240 S. 12th. $240 Summer, $360
Fall. Ph.297.2805. Girls preferred.
ROOMS for 1-2 or 3 people. Kitchen
privileges. 128 N. 10th St, 295-9772. Ask
for Mrs. Bennet.
PRIVATE ROOM, Kitchen priv. $50/mo.
Nice dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tele. and util.
pd. Men only. Lome House, 621 S. 6th
St. Call 295-5666 or See Manager Apt.
D.
WORK STUDIO OR STUDY ROOMS.
Also summer storage. 1 block from campus. Very reasonable rates 292-3648 12-5,
SUMMER SUB-LEASE. My apt. Only
$100/mo. Large spacious 1 bdrm. &
pool. Call 293-7337, Bob.
TOWNHOUSES - 2 bdrm., quiet. bit,
in washers. Summer rates $125.30/mo.
446 & 679 S. 11th 296-7143.
MALE ROOMMATENEEDED to sksis
a 3 bdrrn. apt. with 2 others. $5’
now, $37/rno. summer. 628 S. IC,h .77

LOST AND FOUND 161
REWARD-For info. leading to recovery
of a fuzzy, blackfaced, gray & white
kitten. 6 rno, old female wearing red flea
collar. Lost April 13th, 601 So. 5th No, 5.
293-4262. After 4 p.m.
LOST very dear Cameo Ring, please
call, no questions asked, 225-1307.
LOST: Heavy gold woman’s wedding
ring with nugget pattern, 4/30/70. Re’
,,rd, Call 287.6283

DIAL AND LEARN. A daily 3 -minute
message that gives you peace of mind.
Call day or night. 294-3333.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, TIGER. -GOLDIE
"WATERHOLE #3" Friday May 8th-.
Morris Dailey 7 & 10 p.m. 50c.
CIR’s "A Day in the MoJnfains is very
personal. More info at 7th St. booth.
CAL BOOK, San Fernando store only,
is selling virtually hundreds cf re,
quality paperbacks, half price.
SERVICES III
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
up $93. Married ago 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - Electric. Term
Papers, Thesis, etc. Dependable. 294-1313,
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. As
lanian-298.4104.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing, Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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3 linos
4 linos
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each additional line

TRANSPORTATION 191
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $350.
Contact Prot, Mage, 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DISCOUNTS available to holders of the
international student identity card. Fa
info. regarding travel discounts and pus"
chase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 Sao
Vicente Blvd. *4, LA., Calif.90049.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. 14151 8431857.
TRAVEL COMPANION - New Hampshire via Canada. Early July. Call John
298-4562 10-11:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
----A DAY in the mountains, May 9, MUSIC, LOVE, ILLEGITIMATE THEATRE,
Info at 7th St. Booth, CIR, Wed.-Fri.

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Help Wanted (4)
PP dousing (5)
0 Lott and Found (5)

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

Na refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters .ind spaces for each Ilne)

One day

0 Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
B0 FIN Sale (3)

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris Ans.
Call 371-0395, San Jose,

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

ii
V.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three tines
One day

TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38,
p900e.
Neal,2411-039
$
To IN RCAaN11CME
low..
AUTO INSURANCE
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages at home.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Etches, 251-2598,
TYPING-Electric. Term
EXPERIENCED
13
papers, thesis, etc. Dependable. 294-

To Place
an ad:

HOUSING 151
ROOM & BOARD - East Side. Private
Room. $100 per month. 258.8844.
CIR wants interested students toexplore
their worid in the mountains this Satur.
day. More info at 7th Si. booth.
A DAY in the mountains, May 9, MU.
SIC, LOVE, ILLEGITIMATE THEATRE,
Info at 7th St, Booth, CIR, Wed..Fri.
FANTASTIC! 470 Luwury apts. Now taking applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11th St.
PRIVATE RPP, - Lot/1/2 rov/$50/rno.
Nice dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tele, and oil.
pd. Mer. only. Lame House, 621 S. 6th
St. Call 295-5666 or See Manager Apt.
D.

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone tire
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall. 440 W. Taylor, 5.J. 298-2308.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TATS
RECORDER:
258.
9
Free Service. No contract.
Free Delivei y in S.J. Call Esche’s 251-

0 Personals (7)
D sink,/ op
0 Tramportados (11)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Maas NW 2 days attar placing For ad la ppm

MARMAIMB
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